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Abstract
Adenoid cystic carcinoma (AdCC) is a rare type of triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) characterized by the
presence of the MYB–NFIB fusion gene. The molecular underpinning of breast AdCCs other than the MYB–NFIB
fusion gene remains largely unexplored. Here we sought to define the repertoire of somatic genetic alterations of
breast AdCCs. We performed whole-exome sequencing, followed by orthogonal validation, of 12 breast AdCCs to
determine the landscape of somatic mutations and gene copy number alterations. Fluorescence in situ hybridization
and reverse-transcription PCR were used to define the presence of MYB gene rearrangements and MYB–NFIB
chimeric transcripts. Unlike common forms of TNBC, we found that AdCCs have a low mutation rate (0.27
non-silent mutations/Mb), lack mutations in TP53 and PIK3CA and display a heterogeneous constellation of known
cancer genes affected by somatic mutations, including MYB, BRAF, FBXW7, SMARCA5, SF3B1 and FGFR2. MYB
and TLN2 were affected by somatic mutations in two cases each. Akin to salivary gland AdCCs, breast AdCCs
were found to harbour mutations targeting chromatin remodelling, cell adhesion, RNA biology, ubiquitination
and canonical signalling pathway genes. We observed that, although breast AdCCs had rather simple genomes,
they likely display intra-tumour genetic heterogeneity at diagnosis. Taken together, these findings demonstrate
that the mutational burden and mutational repertoire of breast AdCCs are more similar to those of salivary gland
AdCCs than to those of other types of TNBCs, emphasizing the importance of histological subtyping of TNBCs.
Furthermore, our data provide direct evidence that AdCCs harbour a distinctive mutational landscape and genomic
structure, irrespective of the disease site of origin.
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Introduction

Adenoid cystic carcinomas (AdCCs) are malignant
tumours most commonly affecting the salivary glands,
but they can also be found in other anatomical sites,
including the breast, lungs and prostate [1]. AdCC of
the breast is a rare (<1%) special histological type
of breast cancer that displays a triple-negative [ie
oestrogen receptor (ER)-negative, progesterone recep-
tor (PR)-negative and HER2-negative] and basal-like
phenotype [1–4]. Notably, breast AdCCs have an indo-
lent clinical behaviour, which is at variance with that of

salivary gland AdCCs or common-type TNBCs (ie inva-
sive ductal carcinomas of no special type, IDC-NSTs)
[1,5]. Furthermore, while a subset of common-type
TNBCs are sensitive to chemotherapy [5], it is thought
that chemotherapy response rates in patients with breast
AdCCs are low, akin to those observed in patients with
salivary gland AdCCs [6,7].

AdCCs provide a clear example of genotypic–
phenotypic correlation, as they display similar histolog-
ical characteristics, irrespective of the site of origin, and
harbour the recurrent t(6;9)(q22-23;p23-24) transloca-
tion that results in the formation of the MYB–NFIB
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fusion gene [1,8]. The mechanistic basis for the onco-
genic properties of this chimeric fusion gene, and in
particular the role of the 3′-part of NFIB, has yet to be
fully characterized. There is evidence, however, that this
fusion gene results in activation and over-expression
of MYB at the mRNA and protein levels [1,8–10]. The
prevalence of the MYB–NFIB fusion gene is reported to
range from 28–100% in salivary gland AdCCs [8–13]
and from 23–100% in breast AdCCs [8,9,14–16];
however, the clinical significance of this observation
remains unclear. Although a substantial proportion of
AdCCs lack the MYB–NFIB fusion gene, the majority
of MYB–NFIB fusion gene-negative salivary gland
AdCCs likely display activation of MYB due to mecha-
nisms other than the t(6;9) chromosomal translocation
[17].

Recent massively parallel sequencing studies have
shown that common forms of triple-negative and
basal-like breast cancers harbour recurrent TP53
(50–80%) and PIK3CA (10%) mutations, and high
levels of gene copy number alterations [18,19].
However, the molecular underpinning of AdCCs of
the breast other than the MYB–NFIB fusion gene
remains largely unexplored. Our group has previously
reported that a subset (12%) of breast AdCCs har-
bour mutations in BRAF [15], and that breast AdCCs
display lower levels of genetic instability, as defined
by gene copy number alterations, than basal-like
IDC-NSTs [14,20]. The contribution of somatic muta-
tions affecting other genes to the disease has yet to be
determined.

The aims of our study were to define the landscape
of somatic mutations and gene copy number alterations
of breast AdCCs using whole-exome sequencing, and
to characterize the type and prevalence of MYB gene
rearrangements and the respective MYB–NFIB chimeric
transcript expressions in these tumours.

Materials and methods

Case selection
Representative fresh/frozen and formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues of 12 AdCCs of
the breast were retrieved from the files of Institut Curie,
Paris, France, and Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center (MSKCC), New York, USA. These cases had
not been previously subjected to molecular analyses and
have not been included in any previous study reported
by our teams. All cases were centrally reviewed by two
pathologists with an interest and expertise in breast
pathology (AVS and JSRF). Tumours were classified
according to the World Health Organization (WHO)
criteria [3] and graded according to the Nottingham
grading system [21]. This study was approved by the
local ethics committees from the authors’ institutions.
Patient consents were obtained if required by the
protocols approved.

Immunohistochemical analysis
Immunohistochemical analysis of the AdCCs was per-
formed on representative 4 μm-thick FFPE sections,
using antibodies against ER, PR and HER2, as pre-
viously described [22]. Positive and negative controls
were included in each slide run [22]. Immunohistochem-
ical results were evaluated by two pathologists (AVS
and JSRF) according to the American Society of Clin-
ical Oncology (ASCO)/College of American Patholo-
gists (CAP) guidelines [23,24]. MYB protein expression
was assessed by immunohistochemistry, as previously
described [25].

DNA and RNA extraction
The AdCCs included in this study contained> 70%
tumour cells after manual microdissection of the frozen
specimen. Tumour sections were reviewed by pathol-
ogists under a stereomicroscope (Olympus SZ61) and
surrounding healthy tissue was removed using a sterile
needle. Genomic DNA was extracted from the tumour
samples and matched normal tissue samples, confirmed
by pathology review to be devoid of any neoplastic cells,
using a standard phenol/chloroform-based protocol, and
RNA was extracted from the tumour tissue using the
RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen), according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Nucleic acids were quantified using
the Qubit Fluorometer assay (Life Technologies), and
RNA integrity was defined using a Bioanalyser (Agilent
Technologies).

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
The presence of the t(6;9)(q22-23;p23-24) transloca-
tion was investigated using the ZytoLight SPEC MYB
Dual Colour Break Apart Probe (Zytovision), follow-
ing the manufacturer’s instructions. Nuclei were coun-
terstained using DAPI. Probes were visualized as red
(Texas red) and green (FITC) and images were cap-
tured with a CDD camera, filtered and processed using
a Leica Microsystems microscope. At least 50 inter-
phase nuclei/hybridization were analysed, as previously
described [14].

Reverse transcription (RT)–PCR and quantitative
(q)RT–PCR
Standard end-point RT–PCR was performed in tripli-
cate to detect the presence of the MYB–NFIB fusion
transcripts, as previously described [8,9,16,22,26] (see
Supplementary materials and methods). qRT–PCR
was performed to analyse the expression levels of
5′ and 3′ portions/exons of MYB using TaqMan
Assay-on-Demand, as previously described [22]
(Supplementary materials and methods).

Digital gene expression analysis
For qualitative analysis of the 5′:3′ expression ratio of
MYB and NFIB mRNAs, 100 ng total RNA from each
tumour sample was hybridized to a custom-designed
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gene CodeSet (ie non-enzymatic RNA profiling using
barcoded fluorescent probes; NanoString Technologies),
using a validated protocol employed in the Integrated
Genomics Operation (IGO) at MSKCC (see Supplemen-
tary materials and methods, Table S1).

Whole-exome massively parallel sequencing
Matched tumour and normal DNA were subjected
to whole-exome capture (Agilent SureSelect Human
All Exon v4) on an Illumina HiSeq 2000, using a
validated protocol employed in the IGO at MSKCC,
essentially as previously described [27]. For each
sample, reads were aligned to the reference human
genome GRCh37, using the Burrows–Wheeler Aligner
(BWA, v. 0.6.2) [28]. Local realignment and quality
score recalibration were performed using the Genome
Analysis Toolkit (GATK, v. 3.1.1) [29]. Deduplication
was performed using Picard (v. 1.92). Somatic single
nucleotide variants (SNVs) were detected by MuTect
(v. 1.1.4) [30], small somatic insertions and deletions
(indels) by VarScan2 (v. 2.3.6) [31], Strelka [32] and
Scalpel [33], and manually reviewed using the inte-
grative genomic viewer (IGV) [34]. Variants found
with> 5% global minor allele frequency in dbSNP
(Build 137) or that were supported by fewer than five
reads were disregarded. SNVs for which the tumour
variant allele fraction was less than five times than that
of the normal variant allele fraction were disregarded,
as previously described [27]. Mutations were validated
employing a targeted amplicon sequencing approach
(see Supplementary materials and methods). The poten-
tial functional effect of each SNV was assessed using
a previously described combination of mutation func-
tion predictors [35,36], as previously described [37]
(see Supplementary materials and methods). Validated
mutations were functionally annotated into molecu-
lar pathways and networks, using Ingenuity Pathway
Analysis (IPA) software (http://www.ingenuity.com)
and ConsensusPathDB-human [38] (Supplementary
materials and methods).

To define the gene copy number alterations of breast
AdCCs, whole-exome sequencing data were analysed
using VarScan2 [31] and GISTIC2.0 [39]. In addi-
tion, ABSOLUTE was employed to infer tumour purity,
tumour cell ploidy and clonal heterogeneity, as previ-
ously described [40].

Whole-exome sequencing data have been deposited
into the NCBI Sequence Read Archive, under Accession
Code SRP053134.

Statistical analysis
Statistical comparisons between the mutation rates of
MYB–NFIB fusion gene-positive and fusion gene-
negative AdCCs, and between AdCCs and (a) triple-
negative and/or basal-like breast cancers and (b) salivary
gland AdCCs were performed using the Mann–Whitney
U test. Statistical analysis of qRT–PCR data was carried
out using one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni’s multiple

comparison correction (α= 0.05). Two-tailed p values
were employed for all comparisons. Statistical analyses
were performed using GraphPad Prism (v. 6.0f).

Results

MYB–NFIB fusion gene prevalence and expression
All breast AdCCs included in this study were of
triple-negative phenotype (ie lacked expression of
ER, PR and HER2), of histological grade 1 (58%) or
grade 2 (42%) and composed of cribriform (17%),
tubular-cribriform (67%), solid-cribriform (8%) or
solid-trabecular (8%) growth patterns (see Supple-
mentary material, Figure S1, Table S2). Consistent
with previous reports [8,9,14–16], fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) and reverse-transcription PCR
(RT–PCR) analysis revealed that 10/12 breast AdCCs
(83%) harboured the MYB–NFIB fusion gene (Table 1,
Figure 1A; see also Supplementary material, Figure
S2). Chimeric transcripts consisting of MYB exon 14
linked to NFIB exon 8c (n= 6) or exon 9 (n= 3) were
most prevalent in the breast AdCCs analysed, and in
one case (AdCC2T) the fusion transcript consisted
of MYB exon 9 linked to NFIB exon 8c (Table 1,
Figure 1A; see also supplementary material, Figures
S2, S3). Of note, due to alternative splicing and poten-
tially variable breakpoints in MYB and NFIB, some
breast AdCCs were found to express more than one
MYB–NFIB transcript or splice variant (Figure 1A; see
also supplementary material, Figure S2), as previously
described [8]. Using digital gene expression analysis
(NanoString Technologies), we confirmed the elevated
mRNA expression levels of the 5′ portion of MYB and
the 3′ portion of NFIB in all 10 MYB–NFIB fusion
gene-positive breast AdCCs (Figure 1B). By contrast,
the two MYB–NFIB fusion gene-negative breast AdCCs
did not display elevated 5′ MYB and 3′ NFIB mRNA
levels, but a pattern of expression similar to those of the
MYB–NFIB fusion gene-negative ER-negative breast
epithelial cell lines MCF10A and MCF12A and the
ER-positive MYB-expressing breast cancer cell lines
T47D and MCF7. Digital gene expression profiling and
quantitative RT–PCR (qRT–PCR) further revealed that
the overall MYB and 5′ MYB mRNA expression levels in
one of the fusion gene-negative tumours (ie AdCC12T)
were significantly higher than in the remaining fusion
gene-negative samples (ie case AdCC11T and breast
cell lines) tested (p< 0.001), but similar to those of
MYB 5′ exons of chimeric transcripts in MYB–NFIB
fusion gene-positive breast AdCCs [Figure 1B (inset),
C]. These data suggest that MYB expression may be
increased in AdCC12T, due to a mechanism other
than the MYB–NFIB rearrangement. Finally, the two
breast AdCCs lacking the MYB–NFIB fusion gene did
not show obvious histological or clinicopathological
differences as compared to the 10 AdCCs harbouring
MYB rearrangements.
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Table 1. Molecular features of breast AdCCs included in this study

Case ID
MYB rearrangement

(FISH)
MYB–NFIB fusion

transcript (RT–PCR)
Non-synonymous

mutations (n)
Selected gene copy
number alterations

AdCC1T Yes MYB Exon 14–NFIB Exon 8c 19 12q12-q14.1 loss
AdCC2T Yes MYB Exon 9–NFIB Exon 8c 23 12q12-q14.1 loss
AdCC3T Yes MYB Exon 14–NFIB Exon 8c 6 12q12-q14.1 loss
AdCC4T Yes MYB Exon 14–NFIB Exon 9 22 17q21-q25.1 gain; 17p13.3-p11.2 loss
AdCC5T No MYB Exon 14–NFIB Exon 9 11 9q13-q34.2 loss
AdCC6T Yes MYB Exon 14–NFIB Exon 8c 18
AdCC8T Yes MYB Exon 14–NFIB Exon 8c 9 12q12-q14.1 loss
AdCC9T Yes MYB Exon 14–NFIB Exon 9 10
AdCC10T Yes MYB Exon 14–NFIB Exon 8c 10 17q21-q25.1 gain; 17p13.3-p11.2 loss
AdCC11T No Not detectable 7 17q21-q25.1 gain
AdCC12T No Not detectable 18
AdCC32T Yes MYB Exon 14–NFIB Exon 8c 14 12q12-q14.1 loss

FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; n, number; RT–PCR, reverse-transcriptase PCR.

Spectrum of somatic mutations
We employed massively parallel sequencing to char-
acterize the repertoire of somatic genetic alterations
affecting the exomes of the 12 breast AdCCs included
in this study. Tumour and matched normal DNA were
subjected to whole-exome sequencing, which resulted
in a median sequencing depth of 78x (range 43–129x)
and a mean of 88% of the target sequence covered to
at least 10x depth (see supplementary material, Table
S3). To ensure the accuracy of our massively parallel
sequencing results, we performed an independent val-
idation of the 181 candidate non-synonymous somatic
mutations identified, including all single-nucleotide
variations (SNVs) and small insertions and deletions
(indels), using targeted amplicon resequencing (see
Methods; see also supplementary material, Tables S4,
S5). As a result, we identified 167 non-synonymous
somatic mutations affecting 160 genes in the 12 AdCCs
of the breast analysed here. The majority of validated
somatic mutations identified in breast AdCCs were
missense mutations (n= 130), but nonsense muta-
tions (n= 18), essential splice site mutations (n= 6),
frameshift mutations (n= 10) and in-frame indels
(n= 3) were also found, as well as a total of 73 silent
mutations (see supplementary material, Tables S4, S5).
A median of 12.5 mutations/tumour (range 6–23) was
found (Table 1; see also supplementary material, Table
S5), corresponding to an average of 0.27 non-silent
mutations/Mb. Reanalysis of The Cancer Genome Atlas
(TCGA) breast study [19] revealed that the exonic
mutation rate of breast AdCCs was significantly lower
than that of common forms of basal-like breast cancers
(1.41 non-silent mutations/Mb; Mann–Whitney U-test,
p< 0.001) or TNBCs (1.38 non-silent mutations/Mb;
Mann–Whitney U-test, p< 0.001). In fact, the muta-
tion rate found in breast AdCCs was more similar
to that reported for paediatric malignancies [41] and
salivary gland AdCCs (0.31 non-silent mutations/Mb;
Mann–Whitney U-test, p> 0.1) [12].

Mutational landscape of AdCCs of the breast
Common-type triple-negative and basal-like breast can-
cers are characterized by the presence of mutations

targeting TP53 and PIK3CA in 50–80% and approxi-
mately 10% of tumours, respectively [18,19]. In addi-
tion, ATM mutations, BRCA1 and BRCA2 defects and
RB1 pathway deregulation have been described as being
features characteristic of basal-like breast cancer [19]. In
this study, we found a rather substantial heterogeneity
in the landscape of somatic mutations in breast AdCCs.
Importantly, unlike common-type triple-negative and
basal-like breast cancers, no somatic mutations targeting
TP53, PIK3CA, RB1, BRCA1 or BRCA2 were identi-
fied in breast AdCCs (Figure 2A; see also supplementary
material, Table S5).

We employed a combination of mutation effect
prediction algorithms with a high negative predictive
value [37], in combination with querying the presence
of each mutated gene in the Cancer Gene Census [42],
and/or in the list of cancer genes reported by Kandoth
et al. [43] and Lawrence et al. [44], to discriminate
passenger from potentially non-passenger mutations.
This analysis resulted in the exclusion of 60 mutations,
which were considered likely passengers, and in a list
of 107 potentially non-passenger mutations with at least
one potentially non-passenger somatic mutation/case
(see supplementary material, Table S5). Several of these
mutations affected known cancer-related genes, includ-
ing BRAF, FBXW7, SF3B1, FGFR2, RASA1, PTPN11
and MTOR (Figure 2A), suggesting that AdCCs of the
breast likely harbour potentially pathogenic mutations
in addition to the MYB–NFIB fusion gene. Only two
recurrent mutations were identified in the breast AdCCs
studied here, two cases (AdCC2T and AdCC12T; 17%)
harboured missense mutations affecting talin 2 (TLN2),
a cytoskeletal protein that plays a role in actin fila-
ment assembly and cell migration, and two other cases
(AdCC1T and AdCC32T; 17%) harboured missense
mutations targeting MYB itself, where the mutation in
case AdCC1T occurred in the exon 13 splice site of the
MYB allele that is part of the actual MYB–NFIB fusion
gene (see Supplementary material, Figure S4). While
only one BRAF mutation was identified in the current
series analysed (8%), our group has previously reported
the presence of BRAF mutations in 12% (3/25) of an
independent cohort of breast AdCCs [15], providing
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Figure 1. Detection of the MYB–NFIB fusion gene and MYB and NFIB expression in breast AdCCs. (A), Representative FISH micrographs and
results of RT–PCR. A MYB dual-colour break-apart probe (top panel) was employed for FISH, where the green and red probes were proximal
and distal, respectively, to the MYB breakpoint cluster region. The MYB–NFIB fusion transcripts (bottom panel) were detected using primers
located in MYB exons 9, 10, 12 and 14, and in NFIB exons 8a, 8c and 9; lane names indicate the respective exons tested. In AdCC12T, neither
a MYB split signal nor a MYB–NFIB fusion transcript could be identified (for the RT–PCR results of the remaining cases, see supplementary
material, Figure S2). (B) Normalized mRNA expression ratios of 5′_MYB(exons1-2):3′_MYB(3′UTR) and 3′_NFIB(3′UTR):5′_NFIB(exons5–6)
for all breast AdCCs defined by digital gene expression. Controls included RNA derived from MCF10A and MCF12A breast epithelial cells
(negative for MYB and MYB–NFIB fusion mRNA expression), and from T47D- and MCF7 ER-positive breast cancer cell lines (positive for MYB
and negative for MYB–NFIB fusion mRNA expression): dotted line, 2-fold expression difference; (inset) illustrates the average between 5′

and 3′ signals of MYB mRNA expression in the MYB–NFIB fusion gene-negative tumours AdCC11T and AdCC12T and in cell line controls. (C)
Representative quantitative RT–PCR analysis of expression of 5′ and 3′ regions of MYB mRNA in three MYB–NFIB fusion gene-positive and
the two MYB–NFIB fusion gene-negative AdCCs, and MCF10A cell line control; p values, one-way ANOVA; Bonferroni’s multiple comparison
correction, α= 0.05; ** p< 0.01, *** p< 0.001; error bars, SD of the mean (n= 3 experimental replicates)

evidence to suggest that BRAF may also be recurrently
targeted by somatic mutations in these tumours.

Somatic mutations found in breast AdCCs affected
genes either not mutated (eg RASA1 or PTPN11) or
mutated only in one of the basal-like breast cancers
included in the TCGA dataset (eg BRAF, FBXW7,
SF3B1, FGFR2 and MTOR; www.cBioPortal.org,
accessed February 2015) [19,45]. On the other hand,
12 of the genes identified to harbour potentially
non-passenger mutations in the breast AdCCs analysed
here were also found to be targeted by mutations in
salivary gland AdCCs (12/107, 11.2% of genes affected

by potentially non-passenger mutations; Figure 2A)
[12,13]. The genes found to be commonly mutated
between breast and salivary gland AdCCs comprised
known cancer-related genes, including SF3B1, FBXW7,
FGFR2, MYB and PRKD1 (Figure 2A; see also supple-
mentary material, Table S5) [12,13].

Despite the lack of recurrent mutations, annotation of
the mutated genes identified in breast AdCCs revealed
their convergence into several functional categories,
including chromatin remodelling and cell adhesion
genes, akin to the genes mutated in salivary gland
AdCCs [12,13], RNA biology, cell cycle/proliferation,
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ubiquitination/proteasome degradation and neuroge-
nesis/neuronal disorders (Figure 2A). Furthermore,
pathway analysis of the genes affected by potentially
non-passenger mutations in breast AdCCs, using Inge-
nuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) and ConsensusPathDB,
revealed a significant enrichment for genes involved in
the IGF1 and FGF signalling pathways (p< 0.001), as
reported for salivary gland AdCCs [12] and for genes
related to the epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT)
pathway (p< 0.001) and Ephrin receptor signalling
(p< 0.001; Figure 2B). Taken together, our results
suggest that the repertoire of somatic mutations of
breast AdCCs is distinct from that of common forms of
triple-negative and basal-like breast cancers but bears
resemblance to that of salivary gland AdCCs.

Landscape of somatic gene copy number alterations
The exome sequencing data were also used to char-
acterize the somatic gene copy number alterations
of breast AdCCs. Consistent with previous observa-
tions by our group [14,20], breast AdCCs displayed
low levels of genetic instability (Figure 3A) and no
amplifications or homozygous deletions were identi-
fied. The most frequent copy number alterations were
losses of 12q12-q14.1 in 5/12 cases (all MYB–NFIB
fusion gene-positive) and gains of 17q21-q25.1 in 3/12
cases (two MYB–NFIB fusion gene-positive and one
MYB–NFIB fusion gene-negative case) (Figure 3A,
Table 1; see also supplementary material, Table S6).
AdCCs of the breast were found to harbour a lower
complexity in the pattern of gains and losses than
that reported for common forms of triple-negative and
basal-like breast cancers, and regions often altered in
common-type TNBCs, such as 8q gain and 5q loss
[19,46], were found not to be altered in breast AdCCs.
In contrast, and consistent with the results of the muta-
tional profiling, the landscape of gene copy number
alterations found in breast AdCCs, including recurrent
losses of 12q, was similar to that reported for salivary
gland AdCCs [12,13,17,47].

Clonal heterogeneity
A subset of common forms of TNBC has been reported
to display intra-tumour genetic heterogeneity at diag-
nosis [18]. Analysis of the clonal frequencies by
integration of the gene copy number alterations, and
validated mutations identified in the breast AdCCs
studied here using ABSOLUTE [40], revealed that the
ploidy of all cases was ∼2n (data not shown), and that
many of the mutations identified were likely clonal,
with a cancer cell fraction> 80% (Figure 3B). It should
be noted, however, that a subset of mutations were likely
subclonal, with cancer cell fractions in the range 9–79%
(Figure 3B; see also supplementary material, Table S5).
These subclonal mutations also affected known cancer
genes, such as FBXW7, MTOR, MLL2 (KMT2D), ARAF
or CDH1 (Figure 3C; see also supplementary material,
Table S5). These data provide evidence to suggest that,

although breast AdCCs have rather simple genomes,
they may be composed of mosaics of cancer cells
harbouring subclonal mutations at diagnosis.

Discussion

Here we show that AdCCs of the breast, a rare type
of TNBC, have a low exonic mutation rate, low lev-
els of genetic instability, show a heterogeneous reper-
toire of somatic genetic alterations and, in addition to
the MYB–NFIB fusion gene, harbour mutations target-
ing chromatin remodelling, cell adhesion and canoni-
cal signalling pathway genes, including known cancer
genes such as BRAF, FBXW7, FGFR2 and MTOR. Fur-
thermore, we observed that mutations and copy number
alterations characteristic of common-type basal-like and
TNBCs, such as mutations affecting TP53 and PIK3CA,
and 5q losses and 8q gains [18,19,46], are not found
in breast AdCCs. On the other hand, AdCCs of the
breast were found to harbour mutations in genes rarely
mutated in basal-like breast cancers, including RASA1,
PTPN11 or BRAF, and recurrent 12q losses. Impor-
tantly, recurrent losses of 12q and somatic mutations
affecting SF3B1, MYB, PRKD1 and FGFR2 have been
documented in salivary gland AdCCs [12,13,17,47].
These results provide evidence to support the contention
that breast AdCCs are more similar to salivary gland
AdCCs than to common forms of triple-negative and
basal-like breast cancers, and that ’TNBC’ is a mere
operational term, encompassing a spectrum of lesions
with distinct histological features, clinical behaviours
and genomic landscapes [4,48]. In fact, contrary to com-
mon forms of TNBC, patients with breast AdCCs have
a favourable outcome [1,3,4,47].

Our genomic analysis of breast AdCCs has uncovered
multiple alterations affecting known cancer genes and
the involvement of several canonical signalling path-
ways that may play a role in their development. In
addition to MYB over-expression, not driven exclu-
sively by the MYB–NFIB fusion gene, we observed that
chromatin remodelling, cell adhesion/migration, RNA
biology and neurogenesis-related genes were targeted
by potentially pathogenic somatic mutations in breast
AdCCs. Although only two genes (ie MYB and TLN2)
were recurrently mutated in the 12 breast AdCCs stud-
ied here, annotation of the mutated genes in functional
pathways and networks provided evidence to suggest
that the mutations in AdCCs converged and preferen-
tially affected genes involved in EMT, Ephrin receptor
signalling and IGF1 and FGF signalling pathways.

Given that AdCCs, irrespective of the anatomical
site, are characterized by similar histological features
and the presence of the MYB–NFIB fusion gene [1,8],
which was present in 83% of cases studied here, it
is not entirely unexpected that some of the genes and
signalling pathways reported to be targeted by muta-
tions in salivary AdCCs are also affected in breast
AdCCs. Breast and salivary gland AdCCs displayed
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Figure 3. Copy number alterations and clonal mutation frequencies in breast AdCCs. (A) Copy number profiles of breast AdCCs; the genomic
position is plotted along the x axis and the samples on the y axis. No amplifications and homozygous deletions were found. AdCCs harboured
recurrent losses of 12q12-q14.1 and gains of 17q21-q25.1. Orange., copy number loss; blue, copy number gain; white, no copy number
change. (B) Clonal frequencies of mutations in breast AdCCs, as defined by ABSOLUTE [40], through integration of tumour cellularity,
ploidy, gene copy number and mutation data: while all cases harboured clonal mutations (cancer cell fraction≥ 80%), validated subclonal
mutations were also identified. (C) Representative clonal frequency plots of breast AdCCs, as defined by ABSOLUTE [40], through integration
of tumour cellularity, ploidy, gene copy number and mutation data. Cancer cell fractions according to the colour-coding in the legend; red
dots, likely non-passenger mutations
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many similarities with regard to their constellation of
somatic genetic alterations, including similar mutation
rates (0.27 non-silent mutations/Mb in breast versus 0.31
non-silent mutations/Mb in salivary gland AdCCs [12]),
recurrent losses of 12q, mutations affecting SF3B1,
FBXW7, FGFR2, MYB and PRKD1, and enrichment
for mutations affecting genes playing a role in chro-
matin remodelling, cell adhesion and the FGF signalling
pathway [12,13]. However, it should be noted that, at
the genomic level, differences between the AdCCs of
the breast and the salivary gland were also observed.
While salivary gland AdCCs were reported to harbour
mutations in NOTCH1 and/or NOTCH2, and in SPEN
[12,13], a downstream effector of NOTCH signalling,
these genes were not found to be altered in breast
AdCCs. Another important distinction between breast
and salivary AdCCs relates to the enrichment for muta-
tions affecting DNA damage response signalling genes
in the latter but not in the former [12]. Using a bino-
mial distribution, based on a reported 30% mutation
rate in DNA damage response and NOTCH signalling
pathway-related genes in salivary gland AdCCs [12,13],
the probability of observing at least one mutation in
these genes in the 12 breast AdCCs analysed here was
98.6% (see Supplementary materials and methods), ren-
dering a type II or β error unlikely. Taken together,
although breast AdCCs appear to be more similar to
AdCCs of the salivary glands than to triple-negative and
basal-like breast cancers, important differences are also
observed between breast and salivary gland AdCCs. Fur-
ther studies are warranted to confirm these findings in
larger series and to define whether these genetic differ-
ences may account for the reported distinct behaviours
of AdCCs of the breast and salivary glands [1].

Despite the low level of genetic instability observed
in breast AdCCs, our results provide evidence to suggest
that, in a way akin to other forms of cancer [18,49,50],
at diagnosis AdCCs may be constituted by a mosaic of
cancer cell clones, with some potentially non-passenger
mutations affecting known cancer genes being restricted
to minor subclones within the tumour bulk. Although the
biological and clinical significance of this observation
remains to be fully elucidated, our findings demonstrate
that even tumours with low levels of genetic instability
may display intra-tumour genetic heterogeneity.

This study has several limitations. First, given the
rarity of breast AdCCs (approximately 0.1% of all
invasive breast cancers) [3,4], the number of cases
analysed here is relatively small. It is noteworthy,
however, that the current study represents the largest
cohort of breast AdCCs subjected to massively parallel
sequencing to date. Second, the use of normal breast
tissue as the source of germline DNA for massively
parallel sequencing analyses may lead to false-negative
results. To ensure the absence of contaminating tumour
cells in normal breast tissue, however, only normal
tissue distant from the lesion was used, and the nor-
mal breast tissue was reviewed by pathologists and
microdissected if required to be entirely devoid of any
neoplastic cells. Third, the mutational signatures [51] in

the MYB–NFIB fusion gene-driven cancers could not be
studied, given the limited number of somatic mutations
present in a given breast AdCC. The development of
breast AdCC cell lines or ER-negative non-malignant
breast epithelial cell lines harbouring the MYB–NFIB
fusion gene may be required to elucidate the mechanis-
tic basis of the oncogenic properties of the MYB–NFIB
fusion gene, and the contribution of somatic genetic
alterations other than the MYB–NFIB fusion gene
for the tumourigenesis of these rare forms of TNBC.
Furthermore, whole-genome sequencing analysis of
MYB–NFIB fusion gene-negative AdCCs is warranted
to define alternative genetic mechanisms resulting in
MYB over-expression and activation.

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that, at the
genomic level, breast AdCCs are similar to salivary
gland AdCCs and are likely distinct from common
types of triple-negative or basal-like breast cancers.
Our results provide further evidence of the heterogene-
ity of triple-negative and basal-like breast cancers at
the molecular level, and that histological subtyping of
triple-negative/basal-like breast cancers provides use-
ful information. In fact, our findings emphasize the
importance of histological subtyping in the context of
triple-negative disease, given that breast AdCCs have
outcomes and responses to chemotherapy distinct from
those of common forms of TNBC, and that agents target-
ing the driver genes most frequently mutated in common
forms of TNBC may be of limited value for patients
with breast AdCCs, given their distinctive repertoire of
somatic mutations and gene copy number alterations.
Finally, owing to the heterogeneity of TNBCs, their
substratification according to histological and molecular
subtypes may be required for the identification of dis-
ease drivers and therapeutic targets [48].
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